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INTERVIEW WITH AXlE REVERE
BY J. WATRAS
JUNE 22, 1994

watras:

I'm talking to Dr. Arnie Revere, and she was active

in the Model Cities program, the educational component at Inner
West.

What years was that?
Revere:

1968, 1969, 1970 were the years.

Watras:

So you must have been involved right at the

beginning with Dr. Thomas ... well, he wasn't Dr. Thomas then.
AR: Yes, he was the director of the project.

And Sarah

Harris was then the Vice-chair, or something like that - that
wasn't her title - Assistant Director, I think it was.

Mildred

Patterson was director of Urban Rule, which was another component
of the program and then there were 10 interns and I was one of
the ten.

JW: What was the general thrust of the Model cities
component?
AR:

The educational component?

JW:

Yes.

AR:

It was to provide specialists, in a sense, in urban

education for inner city schools. So all of our training
primarily had this kind of emphasis, to work directly in the core
inner city areas in elementary and secondary schools.

JW:

Roosevelt School would have been one of the anchor

schools, I would imagine.

Edison ...
1

AR:

Edison was one of those; Whittier, Wogaman.

those right in that core area, inner city area.

All of

And we had

interns in placed with principals in those schools to ultimately
take on administrative positions in urban areas as a function of
their training.

I was the only female; the others were all men.

I don't know what the rationale was at the time, but it worked
out quite well.

And we all were assigned from the very beginning

even before we finished the coursework; in fact, before we even
started it, to work directly with principals in those schools.
So it was truly an internship because we learned from day one
what to do and how to model those kinds of behaviors.
JW:

The kind of changes that the education component wanted

to bring about in the curriculum seemed to be in the direction of
individualized education.
AR:

It was one of the features but also to bring a degree

of sensitivity because at the time we did not have it largely at
the inner city schools.

For instance, at Roosevelt we had the

highest drop-out rate. There was a project that emerged there, it
was a federal prevention drop-out program at the time; we had the
highest crime rate in Montgomery county at the time. We had the
highest teen pregnancy rate, so we had almost the highest of
everything. And demographically, for youngsters in that area we
were having a kind of push-out, the highest suspension rate, the
highest expulsion rate. So we were trying to really
offset ... something was wrong with the existing model that we
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needed to look at so we did a lot of specialized kind of training
to really work with that.
JW:

And when you say specialized training you're meaning

some sort of services with the faculty who are already on the
staff.
AR:

with faculty and also with us, in terms of educating

new administrators to work in those particular districts.

I

think the undergrading question was how we could change that
model; what could we do differently so that we could keep
youngsters in so that they could have goals and that education
really was an important notion that we really had to work on with
the youngsters. And obviously, many of them were not the college
rate; the going rate was very low and we needed to look at what
we were doing, bringing youngsters in as well as what happened
when they left school.
JW:

Most faculty in those schools were already black,

weren't they?
AR:

No, it was just the opposite.

Even though, you'll

recall at the time there was a 70/30 ratio.

This was the SOS,

you remember that, it was taking place at the time, the
desegregation of schools and that should be a 70/30 ratio. We
argued for some time that that was not the case at Roosevelt. It
had long history of problems in terms of segregation and that
kind of thing.

The two separate pools, and all

that just kind of hung over.

of that.

But

We did get some of that change with

bringing in more minority teachers, but we still did not have
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that total mix of 70/30, we didn't have an administrative board.
And those were some of the issues that we were trying to work on
at the same time.

When I first came there, we had a group of

youngsters and they had

a list.

It was quite a thing to behold.

There was a list of 25 demands of the administration.

If you

could describe that scene going in was that the administration
had locked themselves in the office. They had put iron gates and
had locked themselves in the front so that no one could enter the
school.

Many of the youngsters were outside rioting.

The first

day that I stepped in over there - I can't remember the
gentleman's name offhand - but when I knocked on the principal's
door, it was locked and he had said that he had really kept it
locked because he was afraid with all of the rioting going on and
youngsters were wearing black armbands and policemen were there
with their clubs and it was just a horrible scene.

JW:

This was at Roosevelt?

AR:

This was at Roosevelt the first day in 1969.

Of course

you didn't know everything that was taking place at the time. We
met with the principal; understand that at that time there were,
what he called "underground groups" developing, they had an
underground newspaper where they were writing things about the
principal, the administration and the schools.

There was another

external group in the community and they were outside with guns,
actually having guns and kind of a militia kind of affair and
these were individuals who were working not in concert with the
school people, but rather against them and their philosophies,
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etc.

So it was this kind of scene at Roosevelt and not much

learning, I think, taking place at the time.

Our charge as

community school directors, which is what we were called, one of
the components of Model Cities and the educational component was
the community school concept based upon the Flint Model.
was Charles Mod and that foundation.

This

And our mission was to

develop a school community concept to bring the community into
the school and to really make this a confluent kind of effort
keeping the emphasis on education, to change that negative
position to a positive one.

So we had to work with various

constituencies in order to do that.

We worked with teachers,

first with the administration to kind of change that attitude we met with the youngsters in the school - those youngsters with
the 25 demands and we listened very intently to those demands.
There were some that were do-able, some were not.

And we kind of

illicited as much as we possibly could, their help in all of this
and we were able to change a lot around. We had youngsters
starting .•. we had gangs ... l should also mention that at that time
we had several gangs operating that we were working with.
change of Rat Brown was one of those that come to mind.

The
There

was another one that was very strong in the community. And there
were opposing forces at the same time.
youngsters to come to school.

They were threatening

We had conflict management

downtown, which was a part of their component with the police
department. So we met on Saturdays, we met on Sundays, we met all
the time to really offset this whole negative notion of what
5

schools are about and getting back to learning and educating
youngsters.

We had to reduce that suspension rate considerably;

instead of dealing with youngsters in terms of taking them out of
schools.

That's what they wanted.

We'll keep .them in school and

we had to work with teachers and so we did that and we had the
in-school suspension project but we said also that we needed to
start a student court to monitor their own behavior.
to be aware of what they were doing.

They needed

That was my particular

mission and my job as an intern at the time was to be in charge
of the court.
directly.

So that they could bring all of their issues to me

We would involve the teachers and we said that if you

would now send youngsters to the office and you must be involved
in that kind of behavior, they could call them to court and we
had a youngster - this was a youngster that nobody else would
think of putting in as a prosecutor - we gave them titles.

Judge

Rice, downtown, became the advisor for us so that we took them
down to the courts so that they could see how this operated and
then we gave them those positions in the school.

JW:

... a civics lesson •..

AR:

Oh, a civics lesson without a doubt!

And so they took

on those roles and we reduced, you just wouldn't believe,
suspensions that year went down; we had 400 some odd suspensions
from the school.

When the school closed, I can't remember year

to year, but when the school closed, we were somewhere in the
neighborhood of about 30.

So it was quite a decrease in the

number of suspensions and the same thing happened with expulsions
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from school.
youngsters.

So we tried to involve, as much as possible, the
We also said that you h rt ve to work with teachers and

change that negative mindset.
Force for Success.

So we h ad what we called a Task

And they worked on changing just anything

that they saw, with us, or anything else in the school, to
improve the total

of the school.

And they came up with

several kinds of items that they th oug ht we could work on, which
we were able to implement, and that he lped considerably as well.
We engaged the services of some of the c ommunity people, or at
that time we had Borchers Ford in tJ1C a rea, I think it was a
nephew that taught at Roosevelt.

Th ey gave us a van so that we

could pick - one of the assistant principal$, Lou Galiardi - we
picked up a lot of the youngsters t o corne to school and to make
sure that they were in school every
said it's not enough to just have
the project was funded, in our

chjT

with their babies.

We

c hild care center, which

tIi''::

pClr ~: ;~~', <la r

high pregnancy, teen pregnancy proj c=t .

school to work with the
It's now at Dunbar.

But

we said we'll have to bring them in, I,.'e 'll have to do something
with children's literature, so we h:,a Lhose kinds of courses as
part of the high school as well.
teen parents or else we're going

I'e: .'_'oded to work with these
+: n

,"'C

way through and to work with them ' .'
simulation with them, so we

help ~d

,C

,,!:d

the cycle going all the
11. We did infant
brought people from the

community in so that they would k no',! ilow to work with their
children.

We had one of the posit- ic.' ,,::; a t Children's Medical come

in because they were feeding them ,' i" ., :-, of cream soda, proper

nutrition, all of these kinds of things.

We had strollers and

everything that they could use with babies.

The school has to be

a total effort, it just can't be one thing.

It has to work in a

lot of different dimensions here.

We had a clothing room as a

part of the room so that the people in the community and we'd go
out and beg, borrow, and steal when we needed to get these items
into the school.

We said to the people in the community, "Come

up, fill your bags with whatever you need to have."
kids' hair right there in the school.

We washed

Easter or any other time

that we provided services for the people in the community as
well.

In the community school effort before I came on the

daytime, we rose that attendance to about 700 some odd people
from the community corning to school to learn skills. We had
upholstery classes, sewing classes, we would have classes for
budgeting, you name it, we had a class for.

JW:

Now these were classes during the school day?

Or were

these after classes?
AR:

These were in the evening.

School didn't close.

We

didn't close school until 11:00.

JW:

School was open from 7:00-11:00.

AR:

Yes, we kept that school open all evening.

We would

have kept it open 24 hours if we could have.

JW:

Who taught these courses?

AR:

We had community people largely to corne in. There was a

woman who lived in the community who was very good at upholstery
and they would pay Model cities a fee ...
S

JW:

So you paid them a part-time fee?

AR:

Yes, a part-time fee.

I can't remember exactly, it

wasn't a

JW:

But that was a part of that education component

project?

Community school concept?

AR:

Yes, part of that community school concept.

We, as

interns, went to collect and we learned about their model from
first-hand experience. We had some training in the model and then
we came back and implemented the model.
Roosevelt.

There were 2 of us at

Edison had one person - I'm trying to think of the

other school, maybe the other schools had one person, but
Roosevelt was such a large project.

But those rate just dropped.

We were so pleased that we had that many people coming out.

JW:

And what part of the building did you use?

AR:

Pretty much, let's see, we used practically all of the

first floor. We used all of the basement area. We had swimming so
we used pretty much all of the building.
pools.

Because we opened the

We had lifesaving for the kids. In the summer we had

programs during the day as well.

So it was an ongoing kind of

effort.

JW:

So you're not only teaching the skills, for example,

nutrition, you're also giving a sense of affection for the
school ...
AR:
school.

It was a sense of community and a close tie to the
So that the school would not become a foreign object or

entity, but it was a part of this community. It became the hub
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actually for the community. Part of what we did in the daytime
was that we invited every business in the area to come in and we
had meetings.
us working?

We were going to input from them.
How can we improve the school?"

"How do you see

Teachers working on

the Task Force for Success, we wanted to hear from them as well.
That time we had Unity Bank and

Hall, we had several of

those small businesses, the police department; all of them came
in to the school and then we planned this big unity walk in the
community.

They would all get together, school people - I can't

remember - it was some special holiday or something and we really
wanted to make this kind of emphasis and we had a big parade. But
we were one; we were together.

If we were going to offset games

and all of these negative influences in the community, this is
what we have to do, was to work together.
decrease.

We saw such a

with the gangs we met on Saturdays and Sundays with

conflict management.

Many of the parents weren't aware that

their kids were in gangs. They really were not.

One parent I

remember rather vividly, came in on a Sunday and she said, "He's
in what?!"

She took her umbrella and just beat the kid down

right there and said, "Don't you ever ... !"

We said that

discipline belonged in the home so we told the parents that we
have to work together.

When kids were absent from school - we

had a high absenteeism from teachers - so we had the car that we
used for teachers as well as for the youngsters and we said, "Now
this is the record here and if you're not here, what are we
expecting from the kids?"

So we really had to work with that.
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One negative from me is that I had a youngster go down on me one
day. This is not a youngster in school. Some kid out in the
community somewhere as a dropout. He threatened me and that I'd
better not go to the police. You've got to make a decision right
then and there. What are you going to do? And for the safety of
all the other kids and so we went immediately to the police
department and dealt with that situation.
gang.

They broke up that

This kid came back to school. We were having a school

dance one night.
for me.

Obviously it wasn't a very positive experience

But he apologized and he thanked me. He really did.

There are any number of these success stories.

Many of these

youngsters that you might see on the street now in terms of all
of this violence that we're encountering, we faced them.
one.

One on

We faced those youngsters and challenged them in a sense

and we had goals.

One of those youngsters became a lawyer

through that student court thing.
model around to positive.

So we turned that negative

And we identified the positive models.

So we had any number of success stories. The college-bound rate
improved tremendously from many of these.

JW:

You brought Central State in and opened up a branch

campus?
AR:

That came later, yes.

campus, yes.

JW:

That came later as a branch

It did.

And it brought the famous African-American

models?
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role

AR:

That was tremendous. You see, what we would also do is

to meet on Saturdays, there was hardly a Saturday that we didn't
meet.

That was one thing you could say about Art Thomas is that

he was a driver.

JW:

He seems hard-working.

AR:

He is tremendously hard-working.

And he brought in

high mobility role models. contrary to what we're experiencing in
the media now, not everybody is, but these were people who came
in and these youngsters could interact with.
new role of leadership.

Parents took on a

That was so important.

We talked about

parenting skills and so there was nothing new in terms of what
they're mentioning now.

We had a lot of parent involvement.

would meet over at Whittier in the cafeteria.

We

We had what we

called Community School Councils and every school in that
component had a council.

Parents were responsible

principals, as teachers, for those councils.
had interns.

as well as

And each council

We had their input in the schools.

They became an

integral part of that whole component in the school.

By the way,

they had rooms in the school so that we expected them to be there
with us.

Anything that we did, we sat with them.

that kind of involvement from the very beginning.

And so we had
We had all

kinds of involvement from other corporations and businesses that
we could get their help, too, as a part of that. So a true sense
of community is what we had.

I think that was so important to

making it all go. We were expected to leave the office - and that
was important thing, and so were teachers - school doesn't happen
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just there in the office, you go out into the community. I can't
tell you how many doors I knocked on to talk to parents, to meet
with them in their homes.

Kids weren't coming to school and I

wanted to know ... we became social workers in a way.

So that

there was a broad sense of what teaching is all about.
help in terms of classroom learning?
it all.

Yes, tremendously so.

weren't inflated.

That's the bottom line to

We saw grades improve and these

We saw them improve in terms of being accepted

into college for many of these students.
terminal at the end of high school.
with their education.
could bring in.

Did it

They knew they were not

The mission was to continue

We looked at scholarships and how many we

We did some mentoring kinds of programs for

youngsters in high school in some kind of industry.

So there was

just wonderful kinds of opportunities available to them that may
be disapated over time, unfortunately.
very important.

But we thought it was

Something else important that happened - not

only with discipline, because we kept records of discipline - how
many times a teacher sent a kid to the office, and so we would
have to work with her or him as well. Something was going on and
it was clue for us and a cue for us to get into the classroom
more.

So it really sent us out there.

So much is coming into my

head.

I'm thinking that ... Oh, the superintendent at the time,

Wayne Carl, they've never had principals' meetings at Roosevelt.
They were too afraid, for one thing, to come.
where they held their meetings after that?

Because they could

see and develop a little trust, they felt safe.
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Do you know that's

It just

became ... kids took pride in their school.

I'm speaking on the

30th of July for a school - Sharon Fair, who's with Channel 2 they're having their reunion. And one thing I want to share is
how they used to clear what we used to call the 2nd floor is what
we used to call 3rd and Main.

Because you couldn't get through.

All kinds of things were happening there.

And how they cleared

the 3rd floor and you could just see it.

Kids were doing things

very positive and it made you feel so proud at Roosevelt.

To see

it close ... we really thought that here was an opportunity to
change this segregation from bringing black kids to white
communities and here's an opportunity to bring white kids to
black communities.

Now of course they're doing that but they

didn't think of that at the time.

JW:

It would have been Maxwell.

AR:

Maxwell, yes.

JW:

But there was an issue of school closing with Art

Thomas when Carl met with Edison Burn in 1969 or 1968.

I knew

the question was whether it should be built on its site or closer
to the river and some of the newspaper articles contend that
people in the NAACP like the Reverend Huey asked it to be rebuilt
closer to the river from the grounds that if it was then it would
be easier to have racial integration.

But Thomas argued "No, it

should be rebuilt on its site and improve it to such an extent
that white kids would want to come in."
AR:

Yes, would want to come in.

You mentioned Huey and all

of these were people who were very instrumental at the time in
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keeping a voice with the civic government, with the powers that
be, to keep a sense of that community because to spread people
out - Tony Charr was one of those - who said the same kind of
thing, but his whole notion was that - I'm not being discursive
here and not finishing something - Tony Charr had said - this
comes to mind before I forget it - is that he sawall of this
becoming a kind of a slum area.

I remember he had a meeting and

that he said at that time - Sinclair - we asked about Sinclair
coming in and he said they would never cross the river.

And, of

course, he knew and had a sense at that time of what Dayton was
going to look like as such.

But for him it would have an enclave

of people in one particular area.

And it became a negative

hypothesis but that's how he saw it.

And for us it became almost

a protective force what is going to happen.

Because we didn't

see ourselves branching out across the river into one of these
other places.

At the time, except in other places, Springfield,

for instance, has always had a certain group of Africa-American
people.

In the Oakwoods, and the Ketterings, and the

Centervilles, you did not see large number of blacks, so when we
went, some people would ask, "Why are you moving farther west
going out to Jefferson Township."

That was because it was the

only place at the time for blacks to really move.
people had to say, "No, don't do this."

So, yes, those

Another thing was trust.

They didn't trust them to say that if you built them here, "Are
they taking this away from us?

will they include us?"

By "us" I

mean the African-Americans and putting them into those alternate
15

plans, to listen to people, such as Tony Charr, at the time, and
some of the others, didn't seem as if we were included in much of
that.

So it became a sense of distrust.

JW:

You were saying that you didn't branch out very much,

but there were some programs in the educational component that
were used in other areas.

For example, the Living Arts Center,

which was at the time housed in the East side of Dayton.

I think

almost from the beginning ...
AR:

Oh, the East side, yes ...

JW:

... included the Living Arts Center, and so on, for

activities.
AR:
programs.

And East Dayton was included in some of our other
Cosanacus was his name, was the person who was

assigned largely to East Dayton.

I think the underachieving of a

lot of model cities was the whole notion of poverty.
poverty base there.

They had a

So, those programs did stretch in some of

those areas.

SIDE B
JW:

If I'm not mistaken one of the aspects of the grant

proposal was to keep the Living Arts Center open in the evenings
and on Saturdays.

And you also brought in Black Theater, which

may have served in the same sort of the way as a court, that is,
kind of an esthetics lesson, but was also a self-enhancement, or
self-image enhancement kind of a thing for blacks.
AR:

Part of Art's mission, when they were writing this

component, self-concept, self-esteem, imaging kinds of things of
16

youngsters, became so important.

So, yes, Living Arts, Bing

Davis might be the person you might want to talk to, by the way,
became ... That even, if you'll notice, became a broad program all
encompassing to the total school district, not just to model
cities.

So it had the kind of emphasis early on.

So a lot of

this you found ...

JW:

Model cities had the boasting of the entire school

district ..•
AR:

... school district, although the emphasis had to be

here ...

JW:

... here ...

AR:

No, not to segregate themselves from the total

district, either. It wasn't that ...

JW:

Although there were certain issues that seemes to lead

to that; for example, the Edison Case and then also the
desegregation of teachers. You were saying that you were working
very hard with the inservice to sensitize your teachers and the
desegregation of faculty and staff threatened to take those
people out and put new people in.
AR:

Let me tell you why.

Largely, and if you were in those

schools, you saw that, is that they were not ... at the time, the
administration was not, didn't see, I don't want to accuse a
finger; but they weren't at all sensitive to the type of teachers
that they sent to those schools.

They would seem, sometimes, and

I'm speaking primarily of white teachers here, is that they would
send sometimes teachers who couldn't, who weren't, some of the
17

strongest teachers maybe in some of the other schools, so they
sent them over there, I mean some of the inner city schools.

Or

teachers who could not, who were so fearful coming in, because
they never had any of the sensitivity training, as such, to come
in and work with populations ... some of them had never been around
individuals who are different from themselves.

And they came in

and it was a horrendous situation in some of those schools.
you had to be there to really see that.

And

I can not tell you how

many cases I had run up against, just at Roosevelt, in some of
those kinds of situations, where they'd come in and sit down and
it's total bedlam.

You'd just let the chips fall where they may.

Totally laisez-faire!

And some of it was because, I don't think

it was a lack of skills as much as "I feel so hopeless here so
I'm not going to try to do anything."
the opposite.

In some cases you had just

There's one person who comes to mind now - she

just came to visit me last fall - she's living in South Africa,
of all places, now.

And she was there at the time.

JW:

She's white?

AR:

She was a white teacher.

We sat and shared stories and

we laughed and there were times when she cried.
out and she was loved by the students.
teachers like that.

But she stuck it

And there were several

But there were some who had no business

there and when you'd question the administration downtown about
it, you didn't get anything from them.
as a function of that.

And our kids were hurting

Now, were there black teachers like that?

Yes, there were some black teachers, too, who were insensitive
18

and we had to work with them. I think we really became very
protective of what was going on.

Because if we really wanted to

change these youngsters, we had to have everybody in concert with
each other.

And that meant downtown, too.

I'd tell you, the day

that ... when Art was fired I was on the staff then, and I remember
going downtown and actually putting my foot in the door to
prevent them from walking this out.
board meeting.

We were trying to come to a

I was working on the Special Admission at the

time, was to black cultures in the schools.
cultures.
told us.

They said they couldn't find any.

We didn't have black
This is what was

I went to any number of board meetings and, of course

you become a troublemaker, "I see you as a troubling person in
their causes."

But I had some of their individuals who were

echoing this kind of thing.

Markworth, at the time, was the

person in charge of Athletics.

So we were working to sensitize

them to the need to even have minority cultures, minority
administrators in the schools.

When I walked into Roosevelt that

day they had white principals in the schools ...

JW:

I thought Wayne Carl in 1968 appointed 31 principals,

14 of whom were minorities.

The assistant principal at Roosevelt

was minority.
AR:
was white.

Assistant principals - but the principal at the time
The person who locked himself in the office.

JW: This was a direction that Carl was trying to move ...
AR:

He was trying ... he had even approached me about taking

an administrative position.

In fact, that's how I got to
19

Roosevelt as an assistant principal.

He personally ... he and Don

Harewood, asked me to come aboard as an ... even Maxwell asked me
to take ... John Maxwell asked me to take a school.

But I refused

to do that because I wanted to stay in the inner city area.

And

he wanted to send me ... at that time Meadowdale was not ...

JW:

Oh, Meadowdale Elementary ...

AR:

One of the other schools where ... I thought Roosevelt

needed me.

And that's where I needed to be; don't send me

someplace else.

You should have a desire to be there.

is the game-playing that takes place sometimes.
strong skills, they should have been there.
track record.

So this

So if I had

And I had a proven

Since I had that, don't send me across town.

That

shouldn't be the case.

JW:
traumatic.

The firing of Art Thomas must have been enormously
It seems to have led to some people join the SLS ...

Individuals tried to what appeared to be a segregation .. .
AR:

Yes.

The dynamics are so ... at times like this ... was

because, you see, you have to know ... we lived in a crisis
oriented environment totally, internally and externally, in the
schools and externally as well.

We were having what I would call

today, crisis meetings on Saturdays on Sundays, in the evenings.
At that time, McLin was ... we'd have meetings with him on Sundays.
All kinds of things were going on.

JW:

He seems to have been instrumental in bringing the

Model cities to Dayton.
AR:

He was wonderful!
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JW:

He organized the Man in the street organization.

Shortly after the riot in September, 1966, that seemed to have
changed the direction in which the ... I guess the city manager was
submitting a Model cities project but it was through the emphasis
of C.J. McLin that it was directed toward the inner west, rather
than city-wide.
AR:
program.

That's right.

They already had a community-school

If you weren't aware of that, they already had one in

East Dayton before Model cities.

And there was a name for that

one, but our model was quite different from the one that they
had.
JW:

You seem to have another component to community-school

model and that was the blacks control black schools.

So that it

became political as well as educational. That is, what you've
been describing is the educational aspect, but now as we talk
about hiring Arthur Thomas, and so forth, then that other aspect
of blacks control black schools ...
AR:

But you see one aspect continges on the other.

talk about the school model we had
time, had the model out of Maryland.

When we

Chris McCoy, who at that
The community-school

concept which grew out of Mario Vantini, some of those people who
wrote large, Chris McCoy out of New York, some of those people
who were coming in the time; so this model pretty much came from
their model.

And it dealt a lot with black on black education.

This was something that wasn't dealt with in the city schools.
Largely in terms of what ... and schools are generally that way
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now, although we're becoming more sensitive to multi-cultural
issues, the focus was not on other learning styles, let's say,
their particular needs of youngsters, is that these youngsters
were treated, as all youngsters were treated, they didn't pay
attention to their dynamics in terms of their home situation or
whatever.

They were communities; they came in and they were

taught exactly the same way.
the same way.

People related to them generally

So we were trying to bring in a whole new

dimension to the educational arena for the city schools.

JW:

As far as by bringing in these different people ...

AR:

They were a part of our community-school councils, too.

JW:

When I look at the arguments about black control for

black schools, the issues seem to be almost exclusively
personnel.

They don't seem to be about curriculum; that is,

Wayne Carl seemed to be quite in favor of the community school as
far as expanding the hours and bringing in people from the
community and teach skills - that kind of a thing seemed to be
something which the school board would go along with if the
central board was in control of the schools.

But the question of

who would be the principal or who would be the director of the
education component, were not things that they wanted to let the
community to decide.

So it seems like black control of black

schools was an issue of personnel.
AR:

Yes, they wanted input than they had.

didn't have any.

JW:

Does that seem accurate?

You have to remember that.

You mean the community?
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Because they

AR:

The community wouldn't input and then the black

community about coming into the schools to teach their children
and to administrate the schools.

Because you had total white

involvement in terms of leadership. The teachers, generally, were
more white, with the 70/30 changeover, you had in the
schools ... if you looked at central office you did not see
African-American people at the central office due to
largely ... John Harewood came in and Phyllis Greer, some of the
other people.

JW:

But that had not been the case prior to that.

That's what I thought.

He assigned black teachers to

the west side schools as much as he could, so I would imagine
your faculty to have been largely black.
AR:

He assigned ... you did not have black teachers largely

across town in some of the other schools, but you still had white
teachers .. .

JW:

... because most of the teachers are white anyway.

AR:

That's right.

So you had Emma Royer, who was Personnel

Director at the time and when teachers came in they were hired
based upon race.

Even though they don't mention that.

If you

look at the demographics that's the way it intended to wash out.
We did that even when I was at Roth years, it was same scenario.

JW:

Roth had been an integrated school, but then ...

AR:

When Roth became integrated, and I was there at the

time as well, is that you had Robert Smart as the principal, and
Erma Bombeck's husband was the assistant principal during that
time.

It changed over so that Bob Keane, who was black, became
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the principal of the school.

Robert French was the

superintendent and we had, I cannot tell you, the number of
incidents that we had at Roosevelt ... I was there when Wright
marched the kids out of the school - I was the class advisor for
the Class of 1968 - when the rioting began.
my history, isn't it.

It seems like that's

And it was during that particular time

when ... because for instance, we had one white girl on the drill
team, this was a big issue - she became involved in an
altercation with a black girl.
not the white girl.
about it.

They suspended the black girl but

It caused the community to be up in arms

They came up to the school.

Robert French took aside

the white teachers and it became a real problem.

But that was

the beginning of the students walking out of Roth High School.
It became integrated while ... Smart left; he said that he had had
it and Bombeck became principal after that.
that, he said, "I've had it!"
time.

And for a period of

And Art was there at Roth at this

He was involved with a lot of that.

He went over to take

charge of the Model Cities and I came aboard as an intern with
him at Roth.

So it's been this kind of movement to try to make

changes in the Dayton City schools.

NOw, getting back to the

principalship, when Maxwell offered that to me I turned it down
to go across town because I thought it was more effective to stay
in west Dayton.

Luckily I did, because there were a lot of

issues that we had to work through.

We had the child care

center; we thought we'd start that at Roosevelt to offset the
teen pregnancy rate.

The home economics director at that time
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came out.

Davis helped me read .•. the two of us sat down and

wrote that program and got it funded and it was in the school.
Anyway, she did not want it there.

We needed it here.

She asked

if that meant also that we were vying for the child care center,
if we had to have the dolls for the children 70/30.
assenine kinds of questions!

These

It caused all these silly things.

We saw such change; the outcomes were very, very positive at
Roosevelt.

When it closed in 1975, our students were really

doing wonderful things.

Before that time we were having school

every day. We had wonderful programs.

JW:

Model cities money ran out about 1976, didn't it?

AR:

Remember they went to the Students' Rights kind of

emphasis after that?

When I first started you had the community

school, you had urban rule, some of them had career opportunities
programs.

That was another great program because they put a lot

of urban teachers and these were people who were high-risk. And
they put them into education and they got their teaching degrees
and they put them into urban schools.

Great program.

But, yes,

it changed emphasis ... I came aboard in 1971 as assistant
principal at Roosevelt and stayed through 1975. It changed to
that students' rights kind of emphasis and continued with the
career opportunities program, urban rule was one of the programs
that continued.

An African-American program, I think, ceased

somewhat right after that.

So he did pick up some other things,

because the money, I think, began to kind of decrease.
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When Art

left the program, and you had Mildred Patterson, who assumed the
responsibility.

JW:

Well, he must have worked as a consultant.

AR:

He was a consultant, but there were others, I think ...

JW:

And then he became president of Central state?

AR:

I think to the branch campus I think to

Center

he became the director out there for a period of time.

JW:

He got his doctorate at Harvard?

AR:

No, he got his doctorate at the University of

Massachusetts.

He might have attended Harvard but his degree was

from the University of Massachusetts.

He and Ruth Bergan, at

that time, got her doctorate there and

want to Miami. It

was so interesting that even when you look at the interns, it
shows the positive that came from that program.
Cotsanocus has his job.
principals in schools.

Here I am.

Most of those individuals became
We all had that experience.

So it was a

wonderful, wonderful program.

JW:

When President Nixon wanted to disband Model cities

Program, Dayton was used as an example of why it should stay.
Atlanta, Georgia was an example of why it should be gone.

In

fact, that was the criticism, that it was a bankrupt program,
we're just wasting federal money.

But it listed the Dayton

experience as an effort to save Model cities.

It was inched

around what you had done, so I think that you are absolutely
right that you was successful and consequently has cause to
celebrate.
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AR:

The part of the training is that we only went to campus

in the summer, down at Miami.

We held our classes in churches.

Everthing happened right there in the community.

So the

professors were also sensitive to the needs of coming down to the
inner city areas.

It was quite different.

JW: You have a great deal to be proud of.
AR:

I am.

I hold it in highest esteem.

I've gone back to

Central State and I've worked ... I think he's going to kind of
resurrecte that career opportunities program. They're writing the
grant over there now.

It will different somewhat, but there were

some positive outcomes with that program.

JW:

Thank you for taking the time.

I hope I can do justice

to all of your achievements.
AR:

I've read some of your writings earlier on the

desegregation efforts in Dayton and I'm very pleased that someone
is going to capture all of this and to put it in writing so that
it isn't lost in the future.

There is a chance that it might be

and it's scattered in so many different directions.

JW:

We were so successful in Dayton in all of the areas:

the Model cities was successful, the desegregation plan was
successful at the time.

And very few people

And they

think that desegregation is a bad thing.
AR:

I don't know if you talked to John Harewood at all.

Somebody wrote about him in a book about the effort. In fact I
wrote for him to get an Honorary Doctorate here and mentioned the
source.

I think that's it.

Great you have that.
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I wish you

well.

And if I can help in any way; if I can find anything at

all ...

JW:

Thank you very much.

Let me ask just one thing before

we go and that's the question about black control in black
schools.

And this is what Wayne Carl tried to do.

It seemed to

have been extremely attempted to bringing about and improving the
quality of education in inner west.

And it seemed to me that

everything that you tried to do he supported with exception of
paying the coordinator, perhaps.

Allowing the community to

decide who would be the principal, who would be the teachers those were personnel questions which he thought the central
administration, and legally at any rate, it turned out that he
had the responsibility to make those decisions.
AR:

As an administrator, and in hindsight, yes, the

ultimate responsibility was his.

During the time, I'm putting

this back into the period of time in which this existed, because
so much, as I've mentioned earlier, internally and externally,
there was so much going on.

Black control of black schools had

to be almost the norm at that time.

In terms of developing the

level of sensitivity and in order to address the specific kinds
of needs of our our youngsters at that particular time, of our
staff, at that time. The undergirding question becomes one of,
"Why should we trust Wayne Carl anymore than we had those people
previously?"

If we didn't know him that well ... if he were still

there today would we trust him?

I would say, yes, undoubtedly.

But at that time, no; we didn't have anything before.
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So we said

that we would have take control of our own schools.

We had to

take our schools back; we had to take our kids back.
would lose them.
did that.

And that, I think, was the mission.

Or else we
Everybody

If I would credit him today, and in my ambivalence ...

JW:

By "him" you mean Carl?

AR:

Wayne Carl ... I'd look at him and as I think of that

and what he did for them and where we are today.
Thomas.

I was on staff with him.

Also with Art

My loyalty, obviously, was

there.

JW:

with Thomas?

AR:

with Art Thomas, yes.

But my ambivalence was, should

I ... because we were threatened of being arrested and the whole
bit, should I cross that threshold in a sense to be with Wayne
Carl or should I stay back through Art Thomas.

And, obviously, I

stayed back with Art Thomas because the focus then was on black
and white.

And I would not cross that line.

Wayne Carl, though,

I would have to credit, and I really mean this, and going through
myself over a period of years, I would have to credit him with
changing the face of education for the schools in Dayton.
bringing about integration.

In

And I'll be honest with you, I am

not particularly sold completely on integration of schools.
Because I think we've lost a lot for our youngsters in our
schools.

So if we have to go back historically to black on black

was when those kids did better.

They really did.

believer totally in so much of the concept.

I'm not a true

But I have to credit

him, Wayne Carl, with changing the school system in terms of
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integration and making it a more humane environment in which to
operate; in bringing in a lot of consultants ...

JW:

... sensitivity training ...

AR:

Charles King, sensitivity training.

overwhelming odds, he did this.

This was against

He took a really great risk and

it ultimately cost him, but he was a precursor to a lot of the
changes that we see now in the system.

JW:

Could I ask you about this argument of black control of

black schools?

Model cities educational component had an effect

on school board politics; that is, in the 1973 election, when
James sturzer lost by 7 votes, in the very same election,
Reverend Huey was running on a liberal platform.

And he didn't

receive many votes form the inner west, that section where the
Model cities was housed, but McGee, a liberal black man at that
time didn't receive many votes from that section and I wondered
if there was anger at the school board for firing Mr. Thomas.
The argument of black control of black schools led to a kind of
feeling in those wards, or precincts.

"I don't want anything to

do with the school board election, anyway."
AR:

"I just give up," in that sense.

JW:

A vote for the city but not for the school board.

AR:

Yes, that's the backlash that happened.

It becomes a

futile attempt if I advance this motion or issue, is it going to
count anyway?

This was an overriding concern early on.

they voted for Mayor McGee ...

JW:

.. but not for Rev. Huey ...
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To say

AR:

Right.

And it could have been that Mayor McGee to have

a more liberal kind of view of the whole city, whether Huey's, in
a sense ... But it could have been that, I don't know.

I'm not a

political strategist but that could have had some impact during
that time.

Didn't the numbers of people actually voting ... you

see, Mayor McGee's coupled with all of the other support that he
got, could make a difference as well.

The black on black was not

a new phenomenon. I want to say that, because
raving about it; McCoy ... you had

was

/Brownsville schools and

you had these people and you had this kind of model going
many different places.

in

Some of those cases, they were taking

more control than we were.

So ...

2nd tape

JW:

We were just talking about the benefits of community

control that it would allow for the community to have more of an
invest in the schools, that it wouldn't see the school as a
fallen plummet in their community, and, as a result, they'd have
less problems with drop-out, with student alienation and high
failure rates, discipline problems as such.

There must be some

disadvantages to community control, too, though; that in, the
writing in the proposal grants, for example, some of the
evaluators say that when the community was strongly involved it
was impossible to get any kind of agreement as to what should be
the most important thing, the least important thing and how you'd
measure effectiveness as such.

Anyway, about community control -
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you mentioned some of the strengths - what might be some of the
weaknesses?
AR:

I think the downside - you talk about pros and cons -

the downside of that is that is where do you cross this line into
administration?

There are some decisions that can be made in the

community, by community people.

There are some decisions that

must be made with the administration in a school.

It can be

harm; it can not be facilitated, I think, when community people
tend to cross the line without a knowledge base, a theoretical
correlation, let's say, or formulation or knowledge base about
why we do what we do. What is going to benefit the majority of
youngsters in the school in general?

If they lack that kind of

knowledge base and the training to do that, it's not something or
a decision that's made just off the cuff. There's a reason,
there's a rationale for what we do.

Then that can bring harm,

perhaps rather then the outcome be a positive one.

Very often,

these too become so confluent, that is, the community and school
people, in terms of the decision making, become so confluent
that, and it's not a good decision.

It's fiat that what comes

out of all of this instead of a positive end.

So, sometimes that

line needs to be separated and you can talk to each other, but
the buck stops here.

It should bring some clarity to that whole

mission.

JW:

Thank you very much.

AR:

You're welcome.

